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HATTERS DELIVER FINAL VICTORY

W

elcome to Parknews. Pride of place
again this week is deservedly with
the Hatters: a terrific performance on Friday
evening saw them win the Zoo Sports Shield
Play-off final against Richmond Normans
by 20-14. It was a thrilling match that had
everything (including a half-time streaker!).
Promotion is not automatic: it is up to the
Hatters whether to accept it or not. Promotion would give them a terrific fixture list
next year against some strong second XVs,
but it would also entail a fair bit of travelling
as opponents would include Clifton, Bury
St Edmunds, Cambridge, Shelford, Colchester, Bishops Stortford and Redingensians.
Whether or not they accept their due, the
win means that there will be a Rosslyn Park
presence at the EIC awards evening on 31st
May with Sean Fitzpatrick.

That’s a try for Adam Alexander, and the Hatters are on their way to a Play-off Final victory
over Richmond Normans

There is no disguising the fact that Saturday’s 1st XV performance at Blaydon
was very disappointing. The home side were really fired up in their effort to
avoid relegation, but they were no supermen and it was a distinctly limp performance from Park after the long journey north.
Whilst there are some valid excuses in terms of a terrible run of injuries in a
long season, that does not explain missed tackles and an overall lacklustre air
about things. Four tries without reply in the last twenty minutes lent some respectability to the final score, but one got the distinct impression that Blaydon
had declared “Job Done” at that point, and were coasting before this coming
Saturday’s final stage of their battle to remain in National 1.
This Saturday third in the table Ampthill come visiting for our final match of
the season. The Amps have had another good season and, while their links to
Saracens are not as deep as those of Hartpury to Gloucester, they do ensure
some very talented players pass through the club. Park lost 15-24 at Ampthillin our first match this season - one we could easily have won. Saturday will
give a chance to show that we’ve improved since then. Whilst whatever the
result, Park will finish a respectable sixth in the table, the team owe it to themselves, their Coaches and - indeed - to their supporters to put last Saturday’s
strangely dismal performance behind them and to end the season with a top
notch show.
Please do come along and add your support, and bring your mates along to
swell the gate.

Blaydon 40
Park 24
National 1

B

attling for National one survival, Blaydon dominated everything for the
first hour against a below-par effort from injury-hit Park.

Final 1st XV home match
Saturday 29 April

1st XV v Ampthill
National 1

Home KO 3:00PM
To book for the pre-match lunch please contact
David Booth in the Club Office on 020 8876 6044

Thursday 04 May
LONDON FLOODLIT 7s

5.00 Rambling Jesters v Seventy7s
5.20 Harlequins v Esher
5.40 Worcester Warriors v Loughborough Uni
6.00 London Irish v The Army
6.20 Bath v Seventy7s
6.40 Bristol v Esher
7.00 Gloucester Rugby v Loughborough Uni
7.20 Rosslyn Park v The Army
7.40 Rambling Jesters v Bath
8.00 Harlequins v Bristol
8.20 Worcester Warriors v Gloucester Rugby
8.40 London Irish v Rosslyn Park
SEMI-FINALS
9.00 Pool A winner v Pool B winner
9.20 Pool C winner v Pool D winner
BOWL FINAL
10.00 Best group runner-up v 2nd Best group
runner-up
THE FINAL
10.20 Winner of semi-final (A v B) v Winner of semifinal (C v D)

Flanker Jack Davidson opened Blaydon’s account in the fifth minute, fly half

Send all articles, reports, letters and photos to news@rosslynpark.co.uk
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try scorers’ tally on 56 minutes, converted by Connon for 40-0, it
looked as if a fifty-point-plus thrashing was on the cards for the
visitors.
Blaydon clearly felt they had done enough and appeared to conserve their energy for their final match in the relegation battle next
Saturday. For the final quarter they emptied the substitutes’ bench
and Park promptly took over.
Dave Vincent, coming back from a long spell out injured, put Park
on the board with a try on 61 minutes, converted by Leonard for
40-7.

Skipper Adam Frampton leads from
the front photos by David Whittam]
Brett Connon converting for 7-0.
Park looked good when they were going forward but invariably
an error or a penalty conceded would stop them in their tracks.
Two of the penalties against them became crucial when kicks were
aimed to touch to provide tries from subsequent drives for hooker
Matt Thompson and Davidson, his second, in the 18th and 26th
minutes.
Full-back Henry Robinson followed up on 74 minutes for 40-12 and
in a grandstand finish Vincent grabbed his second try, converted
by Leonard, followed by flanker Josh Ovens on the stroke of time
for a final score of 40-24.
But it was too little too late, and a distinctly poor day at the office
for Park.
Park Attack and Defence Coach, Scott Sneddon, said: “ After the
Hull performance we asked the boys to restore some pride in the
jersey after a poor performance but unfortunately we were carrying some passengers again in the first half against Blaydon.

Connon converted both, and the 21-0 half-time scoreline could
have been worse had he not muffed an easier penalty.

P

ark’s nightmare continued in the second half. In the first minute
a neat run out of defence by Mark Kohler was spoilt when an
attempted chip and chase was caught on the rise by a defender
and swiftly passed to the left where winger Fraser Wilson avoided
a poor attempt at a tackle to coast over, Connon again converting
for 28-0.
Less than five minutes later Thompson grabbed his second try for
33-0.
When Blaydon lock Andrew Archibald added his name to the

“We knew Blaydon had a strong set piece and they took full advantage of our poor discipline and lack of accuracy”.
He added, “It’s a difficult time of the season being mid table and
not being able to climb the league, however, the last two perfor-
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HARLEQUINS | BATH | LONDON IRISH | BRISTOL
WORCESTER WARRIORS | GLOUCESTER RUGBY
THE ARMY | LOUGHBOROUGH UNI | SEVENTY7S
RAMBLING JESTERS | ESHER | ROSSLYN PARK

THURS 4TH MAY2017
ROSSLYN PARK FC

GATES 4.30PM | KICKOFF 5PM

£15 ON THE GATE | £5 FOR U16s
£10.75 AT LONDONFLOODLITSEVENS.COM

MUSIC | BARS | OUTSIDE CATERING

FINAL AT 10.20PM | NEAREST STATION: BARNES
ROSSLYN PARK FC, UPPER RICHMOND ROAD, ROEHAMPTON SW15 5JH

WWW.LONDONFLOODLITSEVENS.COM
mances fall well below what is expected whilst wearing a Rosslyn
Park jersey.
“The boys had an honest chat at half time and we played some
great rugby to get 4 tries in the second half.
“We have to give credit to Blaydon, but to be 40 points down in
that jersey is not good acceptable”.
Looking ahead to Saturday’s final League match at home to third
placed Ampthill (KO 15:00), he said: “Next week is going to be another big game, Ampthill have a very strong set piece and have

TICKETS

£10.75
online

some threatening runners in the backs.
“Whilst league position is irrelevant, attitude and mindset this
week will determine selection. We need to have players on the
pitch who aren’t already ‘on holiday’ and show our faithful fans
what it means to play in an Rosslyn Park shirt.
“If the players bring that attitude on Saturday then we will sign off
the season we’ll and try to put the last two performances behind
us”.
Park: Robinson; Kohler, Henderson, Reay, Vincent; Leonard; Gash;
Nwakor, Piper, Maguire; Spivey, Inglis; Frampton, Ovens, Milne.
Bench: Hughes, Wade, Hudson, Crow, Barnes
Park scorers: Vincent (2T), Robinson (T), Ovens (T), Leonard (2C).

Clubsides

W

ill Thorogood reports of the Hatters, “Send them victorious,
happy and glorious…and they were…!!” Congratulations to
the Hatters on their magnificent victory over Richmond Normans
on Friday evening at the Rock! Under lights and in front a good
show of supporters, friends, families and club mates, this Zoo
Sports 3 Play Off Final was an exciting affair, and was in the balance
for good part of the second half!
Fast and furious with a great deal of rugby footballing skill, both
in the hand and with the boot, from both sides. We lead 13-7 at
half time. Richmond, as I remember, however, sneaked the lead
with a second half try and conversion, 13-14, but continued Hatter
pressure broke the Normans’ defence, 20-14, with a well worked
converted try!
Nerves were jangling, but with typical hard work, attack and defence, we were able to hold off a Norman invasion. Well done,
gents, enjoy your Italian tour to Milan next week, and your summer
break, before the campaign recommences next season. I’m sure
the lads made merry long into the night, in celebration! A report
and photos of the game should be in Parknews.
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Rosslyn Park Hatters
The Normans also gathered in force, with some familiar (and some
not so familiar) faces. It was clear from the outset that this was going to be a physical contest.

On Saturday, the Nomads played their last Surrey Championship
game of the season, in Richmond Park, against KCS 2’s. Thanks to all
involved getting this game off the ground, as it had to be switched
from KCS to ours at very short notice. In short, a scrappy first half,
but then the floodgates opened.

With the stage set, places laid for the Hatters’ end of season dinner
straight after the game and a partisan crowd already a couple of
pints to the good, Crawford kicked off away from the clubhouse to
get proceedings underway. Park started well, the back-row trio of
Ward, Millsy and Burton combining well to apply serious pressure
in defence. It did not take long before the speed of the Hatters’
defensive line, led by Alexander and Kouj in the mid-field, forced
a turnover. Park were quick to take advantage, putting together
several phases in the midfield with some strong ball-carrying from
CPR and Davies from the second row, before Longers darted to the
right hand side of the breakdown, releasing Alexander still with
work to do some 10 yards out. After his Maradonna moment last
week, AA shunned all support and spun his way to cross the whitewash and open the scoring. With the conversion barely 15 yards
from the touchline, Crawford, big-game player that he is, had little
difficulty slotting it between the uprights. With only 10 minutes on
the clock, Park led 7-0.

Final score, Nomads 50 KCS 2’s 15. A satisfying way to finish off the
season!
I think the 4’s are off on tour to Copenhagen, well Denmark somewhere, this weekend , and as mentioned the Hatters to Milan. Good
luck and enjoy, globetrotters.
The B’s will be in Yorkshire the following weekend. Before that they
will be participating in the Middlesex Sevens at the Richmond Athletic Ground on Sunday (30th April). Give them your support if you
are at a loose end.

Rosslyn Park Hatters 20
Richmond Normans 14

Zoo Sports Shield Division 3 Play-off Final

by Joe Wigley
he play-off final for bragging rights as Zoo Sports Division 3
champions pitched two old rivals against each other. The Hatters had met Richmond Normans twice already in the league this
season, going down narrowly at home in September before beating them by a whisker at the RAG in January. It had all the makings
of a classic and did not disappoint.

T

The Hatters were again able to put out close to their strongest side
of the season. The only changes to the starting team who had put
Tonbridge to the sword two weeks previously, were Burton coming
in at number 8 for the absent Kinsky and Kouj stepping into the
centres to replace Wilson who was now sunning himself in warmer
climes. That was at least until the warm-up when Foot managed to
sideline himself for the duration - step up CPR.

The Hatters front row: Tim
Leigh, skipper Joe Wigley and
Ted de Haan
The restart was well taken by Wardie, who set up the ball for Longers to clear with a superb box kick. Following a good chase, the
Hatters were awarded a penalty on the ten-metre line after the
Normans’ full back failed to release the ball. Crawford strode up
and maintained his 100% record with an awesome strike. As the
game entered the second quarter, the Hatters were leading Normans by 10 points to nil.
As Richmond saw the game dangerously close to slipping out of
their reach, they began to pile on the pressure. While for a moment some welcome relief was provided by a friendly streaker, the
Hatters had to withstand wave after wave of Norman attacks, with
Wardie and Burton putting in some ferocious hits in midfield. Richmond also sought to capitalise on a significant weight advantage
in the set-piece. While the Park scrum was certainly under pressure,

Tom Longley passes from the
back of the scrum
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be penalised for infringements at the breakdown. From one such
penalty, Richmond kicked to touch and set up a powerful driving
maul. While this was brought down some five yards out, Richmond
were awarded a further penalty. This their rampaging prop, took
quickly, charging towards the try-line only to be met by the Hatters’ pack in similarly full throttle. Richmond managed to retain the
ball and having had no luck wide on the right, managed to stretch
Park’s defence and score close to the left hand corner. A superb
conversion, taking the score to 20-14 to Park, ensured a tense final
ten minutes. While Richmond had a final foray into Park’s twentytwo, the Hatters eventually forced a knock-on. From the scrum,
Burton drove a few yards forward to set up the final ruck of the
game. Fittingly, in this the biggest game of the season, it was the
big game player Crawford who brought proceedings and his man
of the match performance to a close as he ushered the ball into
touch for the final whistle.

Ali Crawford lands a conversion for the Hatters

George BUrton gets a
pass away in the tackle

Exhausted, the Hatters, somehow buoyed by their topping the
league, managed to keep festivities going. After a long, hard season, the following awards were extremely well-deserved:
- Payne, newcomer of the season;
- de Haan, most improved player of the season;
- Davies, clubman of the season;
- Longers, player of the season for a second consecutive year.

de Haan and Leigh stood their ground enough to allow Longers
and Crawford to clear the lines. From one such clearance, however,
Richmond managed to put together a number of passes out wide
with good support play enabling them to beat the, for once, disjointed Hatters defence, cutting Park’s lead to only 3 points.
With little more than five minutes to go in the half, the Hatters responded well, building the phases as the likes of Mills, Leigh and
de Haan took the ball on. Soon enough, Richmond’s ill-discipline
got the better of them as they were pinged for killing the ball in
the ruck. Cue Crawford to bisect the posts from 40 metres: 13-7 to
the Hatters at the break.

W

ith Richmond having their coaches’ harsh words at the
break ringing in their ears, they started ferociously, having
the lion’s share of possession and territory in the first ten minutes.
However, the Hatters defence was heroic with Kouj and Alexander
in particular putting their bodies on the line in midfield and Rosser
and Hughesie ensuring there was no way through round the outside. Eventually de Haan won a superb turnover and Park were in
possession. Again, the Hatters began to put together the phases,
drawing Richmond’s defence in tight. Davies and CPR combined
effectively to generate some momentum. Longers, who continued
to marshal the forwards, took every opportunity to steal a few extra yards with his trademark sniping runs. Once in the twenty-two,
the ball found its way to Crawford who released Porter running a
hard outside line. Once again ignoring the overlap, as is his wont,
Porter shrugged off some Richmond tacklers to score almost under the posts. Crawford needed little invitation to chalk-up the extras as he maintained his unblemished record. 20-7 to Park.
With twenty minutes to go and the changes being wrought on
both sides, the Hatters were bolstered by Dom Ryan in the second row, Horgan at prop and Willis on the flank, while Mason and
Bondie came on on the wing. With the onslaught that was to come,
the Hatters benefited from the arrival of fresh legs. Richmond kept
the ball relatively tight, punching forward and recycling. Each
time the Hatters’ defence stood strong, although with tiredness
beginning to set in, for the first time in the game, they began to

With images of topless wrestling still imprinted on their memories,
next stop Milan.

KCS OB 17
Nomads 57

Surrey Championship

A

season full of both challenges and highlights for the Nomads
was successfully rounded out in Richmond Park on Saturday,
with a 43-17 win over KCS Old Boys. This follows a 57-19 win over
Farnham the week before, and a one point loss to eventual league
runners up Battersea Ironsides, (from a last minute penalty goal –
what sort of person kicks for penalties in social rugby?!?!), a few
days prior to departing on our epic 25th anniversary tour to Cape
Town.
Saturday’s squad was one of the best of the year, both in numerical
terms and player quality. Nevertheless, the Nomads started poorly
and a 7-7 scoreline after 15 minutes was perhaps not a true reflection of KCS’s dominance of possession and territory.
Injuries to Roberts-san and JFK in the leadup to the KCS try were
adequately covered from the depth of the bench and the team
clicked into gear. Inspired by a series of big hitups by Haydo, the
forwards held possession and advanced over multiple phases. Despite being constantly infringed at the breakdown, Turns played
phenomenally at 9 and delivered quality ball for Conor and the
backs to work their magic in. Yet it was fitting that it was a series of
pick and goes that delivered the next points to Park and the team
got some wind in the sails.

F

rustration with the ref and the opposition in the first half was
not allowed to boil over (too much) and, as KCS began to tire,
the fresh legs and quality shone through. JJ recovered a kickoff and
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Rosslyn Park Nomads

got inside the 22 before being brought down, but gave the springboard for a try a few phases later.
The final 20 minutes was champagne Nomads rugby. A cheeky
move at the front of the lineout by Lucas and Scott was followed
by one of the most audacious cross field kicks ever witnessed by a
herd of deer, to see Teddy scamper over the line.

Harlequins, Bath, Wasps, Worcester Warriors, Gloucester Rugby,
London Irish, Esher, Loughborough University and the sevens
specialist sides of The Army, Rambling Jesters and Seventy7s along
with - of course - Rosslyn Park. This is one of the Club’s biggest fund
raising events so please do come along and bring as many others as you can. The full timetable is in the fixture panel on the fron
page, but Park’s first appearance is at 7:20PM.

Winty was also in the points, crossing in the corner but dotting
down almost under the posts, then nonchalantly slotting the
conversion. Burden was denied, being adjudged as held up, even
though the KCS player told the ref it was a clear try.

Please note that even Members need to have a ticket. Admission
on the night will be £15 but you can get tickets online in advance
for £10.75. There’s a link to buy your tickets on the tournament
website at www.londonfloodlitsevens.com

Ethan ran dummy lines all day, while Jake just ran through people!
And Two-Try-Teddy disgustingly avoided a brace by crossing the
line, then turning and making a completely unnecessary pass back
into the field of play to gift George the five points.

If you want to watch in luxury there are possibly still a few hospitality packages available. Whether you want to get together a
few friends and colleagues to watch some quality sevens in style,
or you’d like to provide some corporate hospitality in friendly and
professional surroundings, our entertainment packages provide
the full range of options. Speak to Dom Shabbo in the club office.

Some great players have joined the team this year and been bonded by adversity and success. Playing a very exciting, high scoring,
free flowing style of rugby, we finished 7th (with one less game,
due to the void result recorded against Old Emanuel), with the second highest points-for in the league.

International selection for Park players

W

ill Collier, a product of our mini and youth teams, has been
selected for the England party to tour Argentina. Will was
offered a professional contract at Harlequins at the end of his development with our “academy”, but most supporters will recall he
returned to us for a season on a dual-registration basis for a season
to gain experience, during which time he was a real club man. The
Editor recalls a conversation with our then backs Coach, Stu Abbott, who - asked how good he thought Will was - said, “I’ve no
doubt at all he’ll play for England”. Looks like he is going to be
proved correct!

Thanks must go to our retiring chairman and committee, the Oldmads supporters, Charlotte and the game day physios, Will Thorogood for fixtures and always supporting on the sidelines, Pippa
for medical assistance and everyone from members of the 1sts
through to parents of minis who called or messaged the team after
the tragic events at Old Emanuel. Your support should never be
underestimated and it is genuinely appreciated.
And so we look towards next year with a great deal of confidence
and anticipation of an even more successful season.

However, the Rosslyn Park italent school is still churning them
out. Our former skipper Alex Milward is very much involved in the
junior side of the club and reported, “It is a great pleasure to announce that our very own Sam Davies has been selected to play
for England U16s on April 16th in Bristol. This season, in addition
to his RP enthusiastic contributions, Sam has captained Surrey,
and secured a place in the Harlequins Academy. The English Premiership Academies played each other this Easter, from which this
England team has been selected. This is a great testament to Sam’s
irrepressible enthusiasm, talent and hard work.

Floodlit Sevens

W

hilst the Ampthill match brings down the curtain on League
rugby this season it is most certainly not the end of entertainment at the Rock this season as we still have that wonderful
festive evening that is the London Floodlit Sevens,. and this year’s
line up looks like one of the strongest for years.
This year’s staging of takes place on Thursday 04 May, kicking off at
5:00PM, with the final at 10:20PM. Teams due to participate include

“The coaching team are all immensely proud of Sam, and delight-
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ed for him. His coaches of yesteryear at RP from U5s to U13s, Andy,
Nick and Mark all helped set the foundation to help shape Sam’s
talent.
“It also gives me great pleasure to say Andy’s son William Sinfield,
is also selected for the England U16 team, from the London Irish
Academy. William played and captained RP from U5 to U13. This
is A testament to the talent and dedication William has put into
the game.
“There are several other familiar faces in the team, some of whom I
have admired the playing abilities of for some time. We wish them
both both well, and huge enjoyment for what will be a thriller.
Hopefully we can entice them both to play again in our summer
7s on July 8th. Simply brilliant, and I couldn’t be more delighted
for them both”.
A vigilant Tom Blake also spotted a strong RPFC contingent in Singapore the weekend before last:
Harry Glover – played from U7 to U16
Will Glover – ditto
And Ollie Lindsey Hague
Harry got the winning score in the bronze match against Australia
(in which he and his younger brother both started). you can watch
at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dnJbF3tAKPs
And of course father Jim Glover played in the Park 1st XV a few
years ago

Why I’m a ladies’ man

by the Editor
las, no smutty stories or vain boasts: the ladies referred to all
play rugby. In all the years of belonging to the Club one gets
to support a variety of teams: good and not so good, senior and
junior, men and women. In all honesty there is no team that I’ve
been more proud to support than this season’s Slingbacks side.
They represent - to me - what this game is all about.

A

They have just played through the most awful season, lightened
only by ending with two successive and deserved wins, but the
way they have done it is what is so admirable. It’s a poor Rugby
team where the players don’t play for each other, but the Slingbacks take the concept of supporting your mates to a new level.
No one is isolated - on or off the pitch.

Slingbacks on the attack
against Crowthorne
Even when losing heavily, and the referee’s watch is winding down,
nobody ever shirks a tackle. A mistake brings support rather than
brickbats. In particular, the handful of more experienced players
never lose patience with, or criticise, the newer girls. It must be
frustrating for the doyennes of the side to skilfully carve out an
opening, only for the anticipated benefactor to lack the experience
to take advantage. But there is never a moment’s recrimination,
only support and a desire to win the ball back quickly.
There is no haranguing of the poor old ref, even after the most
diabolical decisions. Occasionally tempers rise, as they always will
when people care about what they are doing, but what happens
on the field stays there, and after the match it’s a very social atmo-

sphere and there are drink-related challenges to be undertaken.
Those of us of a certain generation tend to get a bit misty eyed
about what we might refer to in shorthand as the traditional amateur values of the game. They are actually alive and well and pretty
much describe the way the Slingbacks play. There is a rich irony
here inasmuch as that same generation that hark back to the old
values tend to be the most disparaging about women playing
rugby. If you are irredeemably sexist then perhaps it’s best if you
do just wallow in your own misogyny, but otherwise why not make
a note to come along and watch the Rosslyn Park girls next season
- you’ll see a lot of what probably attracted you to this sport in the
first place!

National 1 Review

C

hampions Hartpury playing against the bottom, and already
relegated club Macclesfield was always likely to be a bit one
sided. When Macc pulled level with a penalty try on ten minutes
it looked like being a contest, but thirteen unanswered tries later
it was 92-7. Only Blackheath, seventh in the table, can stop Hartpury from ending the season unbeaten when the two sides meet
at Eltham this Saturday but that looks unlikely after ‘Club’ slid to
defeat at home to Runners-up Plymouth Albion by 46-7 last Saturday.
Our next opponents, Ampthill, assured themselves of finishing
third with a 35-12 win over Cambridge, while Coventry leapfrogged Birmingham Moseley into fourth place with a 36-16 win
over Darlington Mowden Park while Moseley became the latest
victims of Esher’s revival, losing by 35-24. Park will finish sixth.
At the other end of the table, the five points Blaydon gained
against Park give them hope of survival, but they are still two
points behind Hull Ionians who matched that feat with a 46-33
win over Old Albanian. In the other match, Fylde won at home to
Loughborough by 32-21.
The demise of London Welsh means no one will be relegated from
the Championship this season. Caldy will be promoted from 2
North and Bishops Stortford from 2 South. The play-off for the
other promotion place will be between Sale from the North and either Old Elthamians or Chinnor, who are currently level in second
place on points, from the South. This coming Saturday Old Elthamians are home to Barnstaple and Chinnor away to London Irish Wild
Geese: should they still be level on points after that Old Elthamians
will go up as they have marginally the better playing record. If Sale
win their final match (away to Otley) this weekend then they will be
at home in the play-off.
Matches for this weekend
Birmingham Moseley v Fylde
Blackheath v Hartpury
Cambridge v Plymouth Albion
Darlington Mowden Park v Hull Ionians
Loughborough v Coventry
Macclesfield v Esher
Old Albanian v Blaydon
Rosslyn Park v Ampthill

400 Club

If you’d like to enjoy the chance of winning monthly cash prizes
- including a jackpot bonus at he end of the year - while helping
your club, then please contact Boothy in the Club office.

Next Parknews

P

arknews generally appears on the Club website some time between Tuesday and Wednesday afternoons every week, so just
remember to look out for it regularly. Alternatively, if you would
like to receive a ‘tweet’ when each edition is posted on the Internet,
you can opt to ‘follow’ the @RPNoseyParker Twitterfeed.
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THE SEASON SO FAR IN FIGURES
1st XV Appearances 2016-17
Total
Andrew Henderson 28
Adam Frampton
26
Harry Leonard
26
Mark Kohler
26
Hugo Ellis
24
Henry Robinson
23
Ali Wade
21
Russell Weir
20
Stewart Maguire
20
Ed Milne
19
Jamie Harries
18
Mark Lilley
17
T.Vaughan-Edwards 17
Mo Nwakor
17
Paul Spivey
17
James Inglis
17
Charlie Piper
16
Andy Reay
15
Richard Boyle
14
Jack Gash
14
Ollie Grove
12
Nick Lovell
12
Will Crow
12
Josh Ovens
12
Harry Hudson
12
Scott Sneddon
11
S.Aspland-Robinson 11
Harry Broadbent
10
Adam Bellamy
10
Josh Watkins
9
Rory Brand
9
David Vincent
8
Dom Morris
6
Toby Berridge
6
Rhys Crane
6
Frank Taggart
5
Todd Gleave
4
Alexis Ziana Montout 4
Dan Barnes
4
Adam Field
3
Henry Spencer
2
Will Bowley
1
Fergus Farrell
1
Conor McGrath
1
Owen Hughes
1

starts
28
26
25
25
23
22
9
18
18
18
8
14
8
10
16
14
13
12
9
9
7
7
4
12
9
8
11
6
5
7
4
8
6
5
5
2
3
3
3
1
-

came on
1
1
1
1
12
8
2
10
3
9
7
1
3
3
3
5
5
5
5
8
3
3
4
5
2
5
1
1
3
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1

sub
3
3
1
1
12
6
2
7
3
10
8
1
3
3
4
5
6
4
5
10
2
3
4
6
1
5
1
1
3
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1

went off
3
5
1
3
2
7
7
13
6
5
12
1
6
6
2
7
4
6
8
4
2
3
2
3
4
2
4
5
2
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
-

Miscellaneous

Pts
52
15
259
35
30
40
20
20
25
10
15
5
10
25
15
10
10
30
93
5
10
10
25
20
15
10
10
5
-

1st XV Points scorers 2016-17
			Points
Harry Leonard 		
259
Scott Sneddon		
93
Andrew Henderson 		
52
Henry Robinson
		
40
Mark Kohler 		
35
Hugo Ellis 			
30
Rory Brand		
25
Charlie Piper		
25
Harry Hudson
		
25
Stewart Maguire		
25
Russell Weir		
20
David Vincent		
20
Adam Frampton		
15
Dom Morris		
15
Ali Wade			15
Andy Reay			15
Tom Vaughan-Edwards
10
Jamie Harries		
10
Adam Bellamy		
10
Ed Milne			10
Todd Gleave		
10
Rhys Crane		
10
Jack Gash			10
Josh Ovens		
10
Sam Aspland-Robinson
5
Mark Lilley			5
Alexis Ziana Montout		
5

Kicking

Harry Leonard		
140 points
66 out of 80 conversions
36 out of 45 penalties
Accuracy Percentage 81.60%
Scott Sneddon		
33 points
14 out of 15 conversions
19 out of 25 penalties
Accuracy Percentage 82.5%
(only players with at least 10 attempts are included). Stat not updated since last week

Where tries have been scored and conceded:
			For
Against
Total tries			103
82
Backs			55
46
Forwards			44
32

Park have scored and conceded tries as follows:
			For
Against
Home 			57
34
Away			46
48
Total			103
82
First half			49
45
Second half		
58
37
Minutes
0-20			22
18
20-40			27
28
40-60			20
30
60-80			34
18
All the statistics on this page are taken from

www.statbunker.com

If any player believes any statistic attributed to him is inaccurate
please contact the editor, who will contact Statbunker

Full back			11
Wingers			18
Centres			11
Half backs			15

5
18
12
11

Front row			22
Second row		
3
Back row			19
Penalty tries		
4

9
7
15
4

Average home attendance
Average away attendance

8

614 (5th in league)
568 (6th in league)
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